In this paper, we present an algorithm to extract features about disease region in digital stomach images.
I. Introduction
Now, a study about image and multimedia information system is actively progressed. Using these results of a study, many researchers are studying for applying to the medical fields. Many researcher is concerning about PACS which is able to process mass digital medical image data [1] . The detail steps for extracting feature parameters from coefficient after DCT show as follows.
Step 1 : Extracting DCT coefficients obtained from medical image.
Step 2 : Dividing DCT coefficients into 64 blocks after DCT.
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Step 3 : The frequency feature parameters 32 are extracted in block(0,0)
Step 4 : The angle feature parameters 16 are extracted in block(0,0)
Step 5 : The translation feature parameters 16 are extracted in block(0,0).
Step 6 : The amplitude feature parameters 64 of each blocks are extracted in all blocks Therefore 128 feature parameters is extracted.
The table 1, table 2 and table 3 show the methods of feature extracting in block(0.0)
The 
IV. Experiment and Result
The experimental environment is as follows.
First, we extracted the feature parameters from DCT coefficients of normal image. Second, we extracted the feature parameters form DCT coefficient of image including disease region. Then, we extracted the difference from DCT coefficients of two medical images. The differences of two input image are that the gastric mucous membrane is concentrated in disease region, disease region is projected above, and gastric outline is depressed. Thus
The feature parameters of frequency, angle, translation, and amplitude feature extracted from DCT coefficients were changed at disease region. We were compared disease image and normal image using extracted feature parameter. And, we were shown of result as following figures. 
V. Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we proposed the algorithm about feature extraction of disease regions. we obtained the conclusion like the follows.
1. For feature parameters, we used the images of two types. One type is normal medical image. Another type is medical image including the disease region. We extracted the DCT coefficients from each input images.
2. The total parameters are 128. In block(0,0), we extracted 32 frequency feature parameters, 16 angle feature parameters, 16 translation feature parameters and 64 amplitude feature parameters.
3. We obtained the difference between normal input medical image and input medical image including the disease region.
4. Comparing the extracted features was able to get meaningful results.
The results of this paper will be able to using differential compression in PACS and, using of input parameters of CAD [8] [9] .
